H2400 HAI NGUOI LINH (NORTH VIETNAM, 1962)
(Other titles: Deux soldats; Due soldati; Two soldiers; Zwei Soldaten)

Credits: director, Vu Son; writers, Vu Son, Tran Thien Thanh.
Cast: Le Cong Hung, Lam Toi.
Summary: War film set in Vietnam in the 1950s. A Viet Minh soldier is ordered to escort a French prisoner to the rear. The Frenchman escapes, but the Viet Minh recaptures him. The Frenchman signals to a passing aircraft and the resulting attack kills a child in a nearby village. When angry villagers approach to kill the prisoner, the Vietnamese soldier protects him by explaining the Viet Minh's humanitarian policy toward prisoners to the villagers.
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